TREASURY & CAPITAL MARKETS
FUSION KONDOR

The Complete System for FX and
Money Markets Trading Efficiency
Banks that can manage global treasury trading
operations with high levels of efficiency and compliance,
yet still manage risk effectively and avoid expensive
system costs, have an immediate advantage over
their peers.

“

Fusion Kondor is a best of breed
trading system designed as
an open platform that is easily
customizable.

”

With Fusion Kondor, financial institutions
can standardize and integrate their
trading and risk platform without losing
sight of the demands of customers,
regulators and markets. They can
reduce cost per trade with true StraightThrough Processing (STP), creating
complete integration from front to back
office across the full range of treasury
trading instruments.

Global and Local Expertise

Out-of-the-Box

Flexibility and Openness

Fusion Kondor is a best of breed trading
system that enables banks to trade
high volumes of treasury while offering
the flexibility to support more complex
derivatives, options, and structured trades.
The solution comes with functionality
that can be easily integrated with existing
systems and applications. Fusion Kondor
is designed as an open platform that is
easily customizable.

Better User Experience

Fusion Kondor can be configured to meet
the needs of different desks and individual
traders. Flexible trade capture and deal
screens, and versatile workspaces and
workflows can all be set up for intuitive
and efficient usability.

With more than 400 clients in 70 countries,
Fusion Kondor is a proven and robust
global system with the local expertise
to meet your specific country needs.
Banks seeking international growth can
rely on it to support cross-border global
trading. Fusion Kondor offers global book
and end-of-day management, and 24/7
availability to allow for continuous trading.

Open integration with third-party and
proprietary analytics tools come as
standard with Fusion Kondor. Trades made
outside the system can also be integrated
into the solution’s reports.

Components and Micro-Services

A range of components and microservices integrate with Fusion Kondor
to build a powerful global solution with
business-wide functionality across all
trading desks for both Finastra and
non-Finastra systems.
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Global Treasury Trading

Fusion Kondor supports 24x7, follow-thesun global treasury trading with functional
depth that includes pre-trade analytics,
simulation, real-time position keeping,
P&L explanation, and limits management.
With extensive risk management and
impressive levels of trade processing
automation, the solution enables clients
to reduce risk and achieve significant
cost savings.

Depth of Functionality

With comprehensive coverage of interest
rate derivatives, listed commodity options,
and cash commodities, Fusion Kondor
has been an established leader for over
25 years in treasury trading, FX, money
markets, and fixed income.

Front-to-Back

Fusion Kondor includes full support for
trade processing, including deal validation,
margin call process, confirmation,
payment, settlement, and accounting.
The solution drives data consistency
across the organization by enabling
both the front and back offices to
share the same financial libraries,
for example for reference, trade and
market data. The user-defined, eventbased workflow streamlines back-office
activities, leading to fewer failures, lower
risks, and significantly reducing costs
per transaction.
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About Finastra
Finastra unlocks the potential of people and businesses in ﬁnance, creating a platform for open innovation. Formed in 2017
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